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Mortgage Broker Credit Report Overview

What is New

Equifax is thrilled to launch a new layout to the Mortgage Broker Credit Report that will allow you to find the
information you need more easily with a fresh, clean look:

● Easier to read and find important information
● Account Summary Table
● Payment History Tables

Discontinuation of Joint Files

We will also stop offering the option for a joint credit report in this new report format. The vast majority of
brokers already pull individual reports for multiple applicants and eliminating the joint file option allows us to
create a report that is more user friendly and includes a summary table.

If you need support pulling more than one report per application, please reach out to your connection partner.

Availability of Previous Format

Your connector partner will continue to provide the previous format in addition to the new format. You can still
use the previous format as you become comfortable with the new format.

Additionally, the joint credit report will still be available in the previous format. If you require a joint report,
please refer to the previous version. Your connector will provide guidance on retrieval of the previous and
current reports.
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New Mortgage Broker Credit Report

Please note that not all sections of the report are available for all customers. Some sections require an additional
subscription. Content provided in this is a sample report is for illustrative purposes only and the content of
consumer credit files varies depending on the consumer and other factors.

Section 1: Response From Equifax

The Response From Equifax section includes information about the consumer. Some information such as the
SIN is give-to-get. The Unique Number (CID) is the number assigned to each consumer and will help identify the
request.

Section 2: Employment

The Employment section includes any employment information that has been reported to Equifax and may not
be a complete account of the consumer’s employment history.

Section 3: Consumer Information

The Consumer Information section includes the consumer’s current and historic addresses and phone
numbers that have been reported to Equifax and may not be a complete account of the consumer’s address and
phone history.
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Section 4: Alerts and Triggers

The Alerts and Triggers section includes warning messages or alerts such as SafeScan. These warnings should
never be shown to consumers as they are fraud detection products.

Section 5: Consumer Declaration or Statement

The Consumer Statement section includes Statements or Warning messages placed on the file by the consumer
or an authorized third party, such as a credit grantor or trustee.

You must read these warnings before you review the rest of the credit report and act accordingly.

Section 6: AML Assist

The AML Assist section helps lenders meet their FINTRAC requirement by verifying the consumer's name,
address, and date of birth. Mortgage Brokers do not have this FINTRAC requirement, however it will help you
verify the information you entered against the information Equifax has on record. AML Assist should never be
shown to consumers as it is a fraud detection product.

The Header section contains the information you imputed and the Single section verifies if the information
entered matches the information Equifax has on record.
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AML Assist Codes

Y = Yes (pass or match)
N = No (fail or not a match)
P = Partial Match
X = Not provided on input
Z = Not available on credit report
*Some credit grantors are more or less strict about the threshold for a partial match vs not a match, so use of
this code may vary depending on the member and type of error.

Section 7: Inquiries

The Inquiries section includes any derogatory or “hard” inquiries made on the consumer’s credit file. These are
usually applications for credit.

Some consumers may have a subsection called Foreign Bureau. This section shows any inquiries that were
made by a USA based lender to a Canadian Consumer Credit Report.

Section 8: Scores

The Scores section may include Delinquency Scores and Bankruptcy Scores.
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Section 9: Account Overview

The new Account Overview section provides a summary of the Consumer’s Accounts or Tradelines. You can use
this section to quickly see the number of accounts, total balance, and late payment history a consumer has.

Section 10: Tradeline Accounts

The newly designed Tradeline Accounts section provides a more comprehensive view of each consumer
account.

The first column provides a summary of the repayment terms, current rating, and any comments on the file.

The middle and left column provide an improved layout of the account summary including balance, credit limit,
and most recent activity.

The table provides an improved layout for the consumers repayment account ratings. You can see the
repayment rating by year and month and the number of 30/60/90+ past due payments.

At the bottom of the section, we have included a glossary of the Portfolio Types and Rating Codes.
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Section 11: Public Records

The newly designed Public Records section provides a more comprehensive view of Information obtained from
Public Court Records.

This section includes an improved layout of the account summary including balance, credit limit, and most recent
activity.

* Note not all consumers will have a Public Records section
** Note a Secured Loan is not considered derogatory
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